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Summary and Conclusions
Background
At the formation of England Athletics following the Foster Report England was divided
into nine geographic regions each with its own manager and allocated staff. Each region
elected a Council voted on by its member clubs. These Councils elected a Regional
Chair. The nine Regional Chairs formed the National Council along with the Chair of
England Athletics. The Chair of the National Council is elected by the National Council.
Currently the Chair of the National Council offers the position for re-election every year.
The Council system has stayed in place since the formation of EA. Since then the
structure of EA itself has changed and it is now managed more centrally through four
regions – North, South, Midlands & South West and London.
Each year in addition to 3-4 meetings of each Regional Council and the National Council
the Regions participate in/lead a series of Consultation Meetings with clubs in the Spring
and attend a Whole Council Conference in October.
From inception Regional Councils have generally followed a model for covering all
relevant aspects of on- and off-track athletics/running called the Portfolio Model. This
allots an area (or Portfolio) – say Coaching – to an individual Regional Councillor to
cover in their region. Nominally all nine regional Portfolio holders report to a member of
the National Council who has responsibility for that Portfolio.
The Terms of Reference governing the Council system are laid out in the Articles of
England Athletics Limited.
In practice the way in which the Council system works has changed over the past 3-4
years. The National Council has become more proactive at initiating strategy. Most of the
strategies governing athletics are set within UKA largely by employees with some
assistance from volunteers nominated by UKA. The National Council has advocated
elected representation on these bodies and to this end now has NC members on all of the
parts of the body that decides strategy for Officials – the Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) – for example.
In the past 12 months the National council has polled all regional Councillors on
proposed changes to Age Groups and the proposed changes to UKA Officials Strategy
for 2016-2020. The members of the National Council have also been polled to respond to
draft proposals issued by UKA re Domestic Competition Strategy.
While there has been greater involvement in national strategic matters the National
Council has been aware that the system as originally envisaged, in particular engagement
with Regional Councillors through the Portfolio system, functions differently in different
regions.
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The current exercise
The purpose of requesting feedback from the Regional Councils has been get an
overview from the point of view of Regional Councillors of the issues in their region as
they see them, the way they engage with the system and what they would like changed.
The exercise was carried out by requesting input from each regional council for the
meeting of the National Council held on 8th September, 2015. So there are limitations to
the exercise – we have not polled Councillors individually, the views are to some extent
presented via the Regional Chairs and it was the first time we have carried out this type
of exercise.
Main findings
Subject to these limitations the main points to emerge were as follows:
Communications with counties is good, but with clubs much less so. A straw poll
indicated attendance at Regional Council meetings of 30-35 County Associations (out of
43 Counties in total). Some of the Counties were covered by Councilors holding positions
on County Associations.
The way the system operates varies greatly between regions with some – SW and
Yorkshire & Humberside – working efficiently in the way the system was originally set
up with reasonably full use of the Portfolio system. In most regions, however, the
Portfolio system is used sporadically or not at all. Reduction in funding levels for
regions has made operating Portfolios in very large geographic areas difficult.
There was general support for the impact that the National Council is having at
national level and that it appears to be representing volunteer views effectively and
passing down national level information to a degree.
There was broad agreement over the main issues facing the sport in the regions
which are those facing the sport nationally – inadequate strategies for Coach and
Officials recruitment and retention, little guidance on volunteers, inadequate data
available within the sport to measure current status in many areas. Domestic competition
– management within the resources available – was also felt to need improvement but
remained static.
There were some regional-specific issues – absence of indoor facility availability in the
West Midlands, specific issues in the North East and South East related to relationships
with existing organisations in those regions.
There were some issues around EA’s performance in relation to regional staff and data
access.
Engagement of individual Councillors within the system is clearly an issue. The
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Terms of Reference governing Councils were felt to give insufficient guidance. The exact
function of Councillors was also felt to be vague. Efforts have been made to engage more
directly with Regional Councillors via a number of consultations and feedback requests.
But this area needs some more work.
Engagement with clubs is weak. This was felt to be an issue with the relationship
between County Associations and clubs as well. Even in London which has a well
developed local communication system club buy-in remained low.
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Basis for preparation
Regional Councils were asked to discuss current status to allow their Chairs to present at
the National Council meeting of 8th September, 2015.
The purposes of this exercise were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

to allow Regional Councillors/Councils to express their views
to identify common themes
to identify specific and/or pressing regional issues
to allow Regional Councils to express opinions on any other matters of
importance in their region
5. to assess how the Council system is operating in the regions
6. to gauge overall perceived effectiveness
The commentaries in this report represent the written submissions supplemented by
matters discussed on 8th September. The document should be read as a whole. This was
the first time that this overview-style report has been attempted and the most useful way
of carrying out the exercise will improve in coming years.
Regional Chairs have approved this document electronically.
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East
Written submission:
Topics for discussion
 Recruitment of volunteers
o insufficient volunteers to meet the demand
 Recruitment of officials
o insufficient officials to meet the demand
 Coach education
o still too few completing the Athletics Coach qualification
o new structure is even more complex – very difficult to keep track of who
is qualified to coach what.
 League structures
o Eg YDL issues
 New rule book
o Almost no support for the proposed changes to age groups
Issues specific to the East Council
 Role of the councillor
o Councillors are unclear about their role and how it should be carried out.
 How to manage a portfolio
o the Region is large and diverse and it is difficult to represent the entire
region
o the geographical location of the portfolio holder influences the views
represented
 Effectiveness of meetings
o Need for an agreed meeting schedule across the Regions
o Ideally Regional meetings to be held prior to National meeting so as to
make an informed contribution to the national meeting.
o Number of meetings to be held annually should be agreed
 Should County reps be invited to all meetings?
8th Sept additional discussion:
There was felt to be minimal progress on Officials recruitment. Volunteer numbers were
a continuing issue where there appears to be no policy/strategy. Coach education dissatisfaction remains a major issue again with insufficient progress and increased
complexity. These are all major areas where little has changed over recent years.
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The Portfolio system has fallen into dis-use in the East. The absence of funding for
regional portfolio holders and the size of the region meant that there was no effective way
of implementing the system.
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East Midlands
Written submission:
East Midlands made an informal submission including electronic exchange between
Council members. The main developmental matter discussed was introduction of a
regional Centre for Athletic Excellence. This would follow the format of previous County
based squads. The idea is at a very early stage of discussion within the Council.
It was felt that this would allow a more general criticism to be answered that EA spends a
lot on Coach Development (under the NCDP and LCDP) but does not appear to measure
the output in terms of athlete performance from the financed coaches in a very visible
way.
There was criticism here of the shortcomings of the current structure of coach
qualification with a smoother transition between Coaching Assistant and Athletics Coach
needed and a better structure above this level – currently there is none.
8th Sept additional discussion:
Mixed picture on engagement with County Associations albeit generally OK.
EM does operate a Portfolio system but variable performance.
Feeling here that focus on coaches detracts from athlete focus.
EM wants a more structured (funded) Flying Coach programme.
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London
Written submission:
Issues for discussion at National Council
A considerable portion of the London Council’s meeting on 2nd September (also attended
by representatives of Middlesex County AA, Essex County AA and Surrey County AA,
as well as SEAA) was devoted to the above. Key matters noted for discussion at National
Council (and potentially at the Whole Council Conference) fall into two main categories:
Key priorities for London Regional Council:
It had been noted that, while the National Council had devoted considerable time and
energy to issues that concerned it, it would also be timely to take feedback from Regional
Councils regarding their own, additional (i.e. to those areas being championed already by
National Council) priorities. Five main items noted:
 Facilities: While this is a nationwide problem, with increasing pressure on local
authorities, London has its own particular issues, with individual boroughs
focussed on tracks under their own control, with little regard for example towards
tracks in immediately neighbouring boroughs. There is an absence over
accountability for taking a strategic view of London as a whole. The London
Council has supported clubs in this area with some success and has developed
relationships with the GLA.
 Athlete development: with the current EA focus on coaching conferences /
mentoring, the squad systems previously organised by County Associations and
others were now not funded and this can give rise to a gap. The potential benefits
to athletes from a team building perspective need to be addressed. While
standards in some events (e.g. sprints) are high / rising, they are increasingly poor
in others (mainly technical): a structured analysis from PoT with a linked,
measurable action plan to address weaknesses is needed.
 Volunteer recruitment: this seems a key area where the NGB, though the
Regional Councils could make a real difference to clubs, which are increasingly
finding it hard to meet both the requirements of their members and of EA / UKA /
government. London 2017 (while potentially of benefit to the country as a whole)
could provide a rallying point to kick start that / generate benefits as was the case
with London 2012. The London Athletics website now has a specific section re
Volunteering, with links to Join In &c.
 Fixtures congestion: the structure of the calendar becomes ever more
problematic. Permitting has been introduced by UKA for Track & Field but this
does not seem to have attempted to take into account consequent fixture clashes
or to put in place any system of ensuring that meeting promoters will have
sufficient officials to run the meeting. It was noted that the National Council is
due to review the UKA Officials strategy: it is vital that this includes a proper
quantification of supply of qualified officials compared with the demand created
on given week-ends by meetings for which UKA is issuing permits.
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Road Race licensing income: it was noted that there has been some discussion at
National Council, but the Regional Council wishes to see further analysis and setting out
of possible scenarios for increased discounts to registered athletes and charges to
commercial / “charitable” race promoters.

Governance issues:
Four main challenges were noted:
 Club engagement remains low. There was a feeling that few club members have a
high awareness of the Regional Council and its activities. To an extent this was
felt to be at extension of the position within clubs, where athletes often had little
regard for activities of the committee, and for County Associations, which were
also finding it increasingly difficult to get support from clubs in staging County
events. All this is despite London having its own website and also using social
media to engage with athletes.
 Finances: while it is recognised that control over “public money” is likely to
require professional oversight and so devolution of budgets to Regions in the way
that was experienced in EA’s early years is probably unrealistic, increased
transparency to Regional Councils, with more discussion therein about how
centrally controlled budgets are spent in their areas might serve to motivate more
people to stand for election.
 Complexity / alignment to competition structure: While Foster may have looked
to remove a layer of reporting / management between clubs and Board level, the
creation of two parallel structures is confusing to those at grass roots.
 Portfolio holder structure: the level of working together across Regional
Councils on common issues by portfolio holders seems low. For example, the
London clubs portfolio holder has produced a paper on how Satellite Clubs can be
structured, that could be shared with other areas. A list of National Portfolio
holders should be published.
Despite those challenges, there is recognition that the existence of an official volunteer
representative structure brings benefits, so that elected volunteer representatives have a
direct lobbying voice with the professional management of both EA and UKA that they
cannot ignore. There are dangers in “tinkering” with what Foster has created, lest those
benefits be lost.
8th Sept additional discussion:
Given the very full nature of the London submission there were few additional points
discussed. Peter Crawshaw (London Co-Chair) felt that there was a lack of engagement
with the Portfolio system in London.
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North East
Written submission:
The Council acts as a medium for transmission of policy etc. down from the board to the
clubs but is aware that it is, to some extent, duplicating what occurs elsewhere within the
sport (and is often communicated to the clubs by alternative routes – club members are
often informed of changes within the sport in advance of portfolio holders)
Strong view that the NE council would work more effectively with some independent
finance as there is as local clubs are too small to purchase IT equipment such as EDM,
photofinish etc., and would like the regional council to be able to part-fund some minor
facility improvements where local authorities are unwilling to fund such improvements
100% themselves’
8th Sept additional discussion:
The NE Region is unusual because its area under the Council system exactly matches the
County organization – the NE Counties. So the rationale behind two separate
organizations is not so clear as in other parts of the country. It has a strong locally based
competition for young athletes and many experienced officials, and has been
increasingly withdrawing from national competition due to difficulties in persuading
athletes to travel long distances [usually to London] resulting in weak/incomplete teams
and consequent relegations.
The council makes nominations for senior officials to represent the region on the
Northern Tri-Regional Officials Group and so ensures fair representation of local
officials in Northern Championships and nominations for national events, though the
economics of organizing coach/official education are difficult because of relatively low
attendant densities.
The council has made suggestions for rule changes to the Rules revision panel of UKA,
some of the suggestions have been accepted and incorporated into the UKA rules books
for 2014 and the forthcoming 2016 edition.
Through the County association, the Council has supported the formation of the North
East Youth development league for under 13,15, and 17 age groups, which has been
enormously successful with 18 clubs in a three-division, four fixtures format, with
promotion and relegation between the premier and the two regionalized lower divisions
and substantial opportunities for non-scoring competitors so giving rise to a ‘whole-club’
approach to fixtures. The league management is able to book tracks, provide senior
officials and first aid provision so reducing workload for these less-experienced clubs,
and to experiment with novel and potentially far-reaching scoring methods.
NE Council felt strongly about a broader range of regional awards to improve their
profile and maybe combining awards with regional consultation. The additional of
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‘Chairperson awards’ to the annual volunteer awards evening was very successful. There
was some feeling here that consultation had become too un-specific.
This region in particular felt that it needed some local budget to allow it to perform
effectively in a region showing reduced involvement in national organizations.
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North West
Written submission:
The NW Regional Council (including representatives from four counties) met last week
and spent some time on the role of regional councils.
All agreed that the regional councils are of benefit. They are seen as the link between
clubs/counties and the governing body/bodies.
The flow of information down from above has been beneficial and the ability to feed
opinions/experiences upwards, and that they are taken into account, is valued. The
regional forums are a good example of this with the affiliation fee debate particularly
relevant.
We did discuss the make-up of councils and maybe that they could consist of a rep from
each county plus other elected reps as now - this would give a formal structure to what is
already there ie athlete-club-county-regional council-national council.
The idea of larger area councils was discussed (ie North/Midlands/South) but this was
felt to be too big an area to allow fair representation.
The North area manager is meeting with the three Northern regional chairs and is
thinking of holding an area forum for all Regional Councillors.
Many of the Terms of Reference governing the Council system and Councillors’
functions are too general (ie none or very few specific powers/duties).
8th Sept additional discussion:
The NW has not stuck to the Portfolio system. It did not have the resources
(people/finance) to run portfolios. It was also felt that the Regional Councillors were
multi-skilled high-level administrators with good current knowledge.
NW feels it has strong links with the County Associations. The Council and the Counties
both have some difficulty getting traction with clubs.
The substantive issues affecting the NW were similar to other regions with no regionspecific matter requiring attention.
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South East
Written submission:
Status:
The region is a large area stretching around the South and West of London. The area has
no natural cohesion. The area does not map the old region (SEAA) and is one of three
regions which cover the SEAA (others being East and London).
While Councillors are not clear on their role, they are vocal in putting their views on a
range of athletics issues.
In the past year they have been vocal on the YDL, the way it was set up, as well as the
structure of the League.
The proposed changes in the age groups, once again raised concerns about the
consultative process.
The current concerns of the Council are:
The governance of SEAA – the operation is opaque, with the finance hidden from clubs
by the use of a wholly owned subsidiary of SEAA, namely SEAA Competition Ltd.
There have been other concerns about the administration of the various parts of SEAA.
The finances of the Counties and Networks – when EA was set up the model and promise
was that finance would be raised at EA level and passed down. The SE region are
concerned that a financial model involving counties, areas and EA does not exist.
Recruitment and retention of Officials and Coaches has not been taken seriously despite
the warning signs having been around for many years.
Lack of any progress from EA Board on the registration of athletes
8th Sept additional discussion:
This Region is the largest in England. But it feels a lack of regional identity largely
because of the historic association with the South of England AA which still provides
much of the competition pertaining to the SE Region but also includes now two other EA
regions.
The lack of finance flowing down into the County Associations from EA is a big concern
here with many of the SE Region Counties said to be financially stretched and
increasingly reliant on higher competition entry fees per event.
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General concerns over governance in the sport with request for a separate governance
group and published Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Lack of transparency over
where governance lies between UKA and EA (and also re various competition providers).
The SE also requested a centralised meeting entries system.
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South West
Written submission:
Status Report:
SW has a full complement of elected Councillors
SW operates with a full range of Portfolio Holders
SW organises some regional competition – some on behalf of EA
Local Initiatives:
Already hold COFSECs meeting and Annual SW Officials Conference
Plans to organise a meeting of County Road Running reps and separately Regional
Network Reps
Future initiatives to include a club forum and have regular contact with clubs
Competition:
Currently organise Inter Counties T & F and Cross Country events
Initiatives - Look at bringing National events to the SW and introduce Regional Club
Relays (self-funding)
Maintain Official Report opportunities
General aim to see the SW develop competitions such as relays and road events and
continue with and improve existing SW organized competitions
What should EA be doing for the Region?
Benchmarking on position of active coaches and officials (SW can then decide if it needs
more and at what levels/functions)
Maintain funding for SW Competition and Officials. Encourage road running clubs to
organise events under UKA rules as a condition of any support.
The clubs need to tell EA what they want.
Encourage Cross Country leagues more and introduce this to the newcomers to the sport.
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Increase SW support for track and field – support clubs and coaches, officials and
volunteers.
Continue to support Road Running actively
Elections:
Mixed views on Regional Council elections - low levels of competition for RC places
made the exercise seem expensive. But the existing method was at least transparent.
8th Sept additional discussion:
The South West is an unusual Council as it manages certain competition functions on
behalf of EA in the region. It also operates the Portfolio system pretty much as it was
originally intended. Its strengths are in Road Running and Officials.
Contact with the counties has not always been strong but it is improving. Contact with
clubs has been weak but again this is improving. SW is keen to continue with existing
system and is building out its competition model slightly.
There are some reservations within the council about the election process, which SW
feels needs to be simplifies and the requirements under the Portfolio system for
applicants made clearer.
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West Midlands
Written submission:
WM Council made an informal submission.
This covered a wide range of areas:
Terms of Reference and EA Articles – these were felt to be imprecise and allow too much
scope for EA to ignore the views of Councils. As a guideline to individual Councillors
they were felt to be inadequate.
Coaching – high level of dis-satisfaction with Athletics Coach qualification expressed.
Absence of Disability Pathway commented on.
Facilities – no indoor facility available for competition
Schools – no funding available for competitions
Officials – insufficient officials to facilitate local competition. Aging of existing officials
cohort reducing their ability to perform all functions. Support needed for officials
development post qualification and for general retention.
Many criticisms of the quality of EA staff support and the absence of any regional data to
keep the Council informed.
8th Sept additional discussion:
There was concern expressed over lack of clarity over exact supervisory requirement for
Coach Assistants.
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Yorkshire & Humberside
Written submission:
All county chairs are invited to the Y&H meetings and do attend and feel that their
inclusion at these meetings is most worthwhile.
Competition is a very vigorously discussed item with one council member having formed
a Yorkshire and District League for U/13;15;17 and now in its third year and has grown
from eight clubs to I think nineteen clubs.
Also very strong on the council is the voice of training and courses for officials with a
CofSec been co-opted who vigorously pursues candidates for courses.
The affiliation of clubs and organisations is working well between a council member and
the CCSO and reports are made to all council members as and when they crop up.
The whole of the council find the ideas of a regional council most helpful and beneficial it helps and is a good stepping stone for information between England Athletics, CCSO
and clubs.
The weakness at the moment on the Y&H council is someone putting coaches’ views
forward. This is an area Y&H will be trying to address.
Over the last few weeks it has been proposed that all three northern regional chairs will
meet probably once or twice a year with the regional manager.
8th Sept additional discussion
Y&H run a Portfolio system and feel they have some very strong portfolio holders.
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